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Spinning electrical connector

(Pocket Lint) - More than two years have passed since Topspin last adorned our TV screens, and this time the latest outing, Topspin 2, made it to xbox 360. So, should we rejoice in its return or wonder why it returned to your computer screen? For Topspin 2, it means you have to prepare a lot of loading screens and be more annoying to load, load, load and load those loading
screens further. Just like loading the old spectrum +2 from tape, the game takes ages between matches and training sessions. This is even more noticed when some training sessions last seconds instead of minutes. Now we can talk about what we like to like about Topspin 2 has it from our chest. First of all, it's pretty impressive that this is xbox360 out-of-the-box graphics. From
the individual courts, from the grass strands of Wimbledon and the characters they upset in the play, it all looks pretty lusdy. As you pass through the graphics, the gameplay is difficult, but masterable. There are four different types of shots, including regular lobs, smashes, slices and backhands, all of which have the ability to play safely or take risk options. Of course, the risk
option doesn't always work, but you're more likely to pass the other person. At this point you will notice that there are a lot of terrible things to master in Topspin 2, we now play it for the best part of 20 hours and are still frustrated when we get a bit creative and it fails. Gamers looking for a quick fix can choose to fight in singles or doubles exhibition matches, and of course doubles
matches offer the opportunity to play against three other human players at the same time. Alternatively, you can choose tournament mode, which will be a little more longevity in one game. But the main crux of the game is career mode, which gives you the opportunity to take players from rank 200 to number one. As you can imagine, this is not an overnight job and if you are
serious, we will expect you to take some time. Starting the game with 200,000 credits allows you to spend this money on training, then add points to skill sets such as focus and stamina to more standard skills such as service and backhands, just like in the real world, where more money is earned by getting sponsors and winning matches. You can fire your trainer even if you feel
you don't like his or her style. Verdict Topspin 2 is a mammoth in a tennis game that gives you a lot. If you're looking for some pickup and play action, it has it. If you're looking for something a little deeper, you've even had one. You can also challenge people with other minds through the Xbox Live service. So what's the catch? There's a lot to master in Topspin 2, but past this
learning curve, the game lasts for months. By Stuart Miles. AndyImage trailers are very simple machines, but perhaps the most complex part of them is the electrical connectors that allow the signal light to the trailer to work in concert with the vehicle towing it. Currently, different types of connectors are used. These are mainly defined by the number of pins you have. Trailer
connectors typically come with 4 to 7 pins. Typically, the more pins a connector has, the more features the connector makes easier. Before buying a trailer, it is recommended to understand the different types of connectors. Electrical connectors can be divided into two large categories: plugs and sockets. The plug has a pin opening, but does not include the actual pin. The socket
contains pins and is usually attached to the trailer itself. The 4-pin connector, also known as the four-way connector, provides the most basic features of the trailer, such as running lights, turn signals, and brake lights. One pin is for each function, and the other pin functions as ground. These connectors are available in a variety of configurations, including flat and round connectors.
The four-way round connector is the most common type of trailer connector. The five-way connector provides an electrical connection to each of the most basic lighting functions on any trailer, allowing one pin to promote the ground and the other to promote another. This other pin is usually used for functions such as surge brakes and hydraulic brakes. These connectors come
with extra wires tapped into the vehicle's backup light, so the trailer brakes off when the vehicle is put in reverse. These connectors are available in flat and round configurations. The six-way connector offers two more features in addition to basic running, braking and turn signals. Typically, these features are electric brakes and a 12 volt hot lead. These have two configurations: flat
and round. Round connectors in 6 directions are often found in horse trailers, and square connectors in 6 directions are often found in campers. The seven-way connector provides three basic features: trailer lights, electric brakes, a 12-volt hot lead, and another three basic functions normally used for backup lights. There are usually two main types of seven-way electrical
connectors with flat and round pins. Flat pins are usually called blades. Round pins are rare. Most RVs have a 7-way connector with flat pins. Dan has been licensed as a journey-level electrician for about 17 years. He has extensive experience in most areas of the electrical trade. Cleaning electrical connectors Many electrical connections usually require cleaning, especially when
they are not used frequently. Your phone charger connection will remain clean for a long time, probably because it is used every day, but others are rarely disconnected, so dirt and corrosion can occur until good contact runs outAmong these are automotive connections, batteries, and other electrical connectors such as plugs for trailer lights. Exposure to elements coupled with
lack of use almost ensures that problems arise. Electrical connectors in the home are usually easily cleaned with a simple spray of contact cleaner available at any electronics store, such as a wireless shack, but the really dirty or corroded connection of your car is another matter. In this article, we will talk about how to clean electronic contact cleaners, especially connections that
go beyond being helped by car connections. Note: It should be mentioned that cleaning the connection of a household outlet is not a good idea. Instead of cleaning the outlet, simply replace it. The home light switch is the same. Instead of cleaning the light switch, simply replace it. In both cases, poor electrical connections to household wiring can result in electrical fires, and the
same is because the low risk is not worth saving a few dollars. How to clean the battery terminal The chief among the culprits is the battery terminal of the car. The side terminals used by many cars today (the battery cable is bolted to the side of the battery rather than the top post) have helped some time, but both the side and the top terminal can corrode badly. This is usually not
the result of normal dirt or grease, but corrosion from the result of acidic steam from the battery. It takes a little longer than washing them to clean these special connectors. Here's a note: the white one in the photo below is the result of acid vapor from the battery. It is not as intensely acidic as pure battery acid, but it is acidic, and sensitive skin and clothing can be burned by
prolonged contact. Rubber gloves are a sensible precaution and are easy to rinse immediately and thoroughly with clothing that comes into contact with them. The natural reaction to getting some in your hands is to wipe your hands over your pants, forget about it and wash those pants after a day. Don't wipe your hands on your clothes. This battery terminal is no longer reliable
and corrodes to the point where the need for cleaning is poor. Wilderness Step 1: Remove the proper wrench (never simple pliers) from the battery with the appropriate wrench (never simple pliers) and be careful not to put white powder in you, clothing or your car. Using a paper towel or disposable rag, wipe most of the corrosion from the terminal. Dispose of towels and rags
Sitting and leaving while working is a good way to get acid in the finish of clothes and cars. Similarly, be very careful where the tools you use are placed, and wash thoroughly when you have finished washing with soap and water. The terminal was removed from the post and the worst corrosion was wiped off with rags. Wilderness Step 2: Clean the BatteryAdd baking soda to a
small bowl of about half of the warm water and to the point where it is completely saturated and no longer dissolves any more of the baking soda. There should be more than a teaspoon of un melted baking soda in a bowl. Put the battery terminals, wires and everything in a bowl and gently swirl. Since dissolved baking soda is used up in chemical reactions, it dissolves more to
replace it. If necessary, replace more water and soda with too much dirt or insufficient soda to clean the terminal. Dry and wipe the terminal, use a wire brush to shine and remove the last corrosion. Special battery terminal wire brushes are available for top post batteries. The side post connection can be cleaned with a normal wire brush. Note: Preventive measures are available
to prevent future corrosion and are recommended when cleaning or replacing any battery terminals. A highly effective spray is available, as well as a small chemical impregnated felt pad that fits under the post or side terminals. Either will go a long way to prevent future problems. Step 3: Re-install the battery terminals reinstall the terminals on the battery. Most cars lose things like
radio settings when the battery is cut off, and some require a few short trips before running at peak efficiency, as the computer re-learns what it lost when all the power is turned off. Don't be surprised by such short-term symptoms. Soak the terminal in baking soda and water. As corrosion is eaten up, active chemical reactions are occurring in many bubbling. Other connectors in
cleaning vehicles for other connectors may include spade or ring terminals, plug and socket connections. A common problem is the ring terminals where the battery wire connects to the starter, which can also stain the trailer light plug. Cleaning flat connector spades and ring terminals rarely see corrosion of battery terminals and are easier (and safer) to clean. If they are greasy
(as opposed to simple stains) grease should be removed. If you drink alcohol, it will help well here, but soap and water will also help. However, if you use water, make sure it is completely dry before reinstalling the connector. In either case, you must remove the connector from the connection and remove the connector. After removing simple stains and grease, a small sandpaper,
100 or 150 grit, is invaluable. Sand the connector until it is shiny. In many cases, the ring terminals fit on top of the bolts and are fastened with nuts. The nut can be sanded, but the bolts it fits are washed better with a wire brush. This large ring terminal from the RV does not have huge corrosion in the battery terminal in the top photo, but is intermittently losing good electrical
contact. Cleaning plugs and socket electrical connectors these connections include trailer plugs and are usually simply dirty. It may take months during the winter before camp.In the mean time the car sockets are collecting dust and dirt on the road. The plug is easily washed and may benefit from a small piece of sandpaper, but the socket it fits in is a different story. Very small
brushes are very useful, but finding small brushes is not easy. The second option is to wash it with a high pressure flow of water, but make sure it is completely dry before plugging it in. If this is a consistent problem, brushes are an excellent option. This plug and socket connector for trailer lights is suitable for small sets of wire brushes. Wilderness This article is accurate and true
to the best of the author's know. The Content is for informational or recreational purposes only and is not a substitute for personal or professional advice on business, financial, legal or technical matters. Question and answer Question: How do I clean a small heater plug with slight corrosion? Steel wool is also useful, but on April 28, 2013, you can create a short time between
Ireland and the 2012 Dan Harmon comment Eugene Brennan, and after cleaning you need to make sure that there is no small string of wool left in the ©: we have seen several references that lubricate the connector using I silicon (dielectric) grease and improve the connection. Now, this seems anti-intuitive, grease is the last thing you want on an electrical connector. According to
Wikipedia (which is not always correct), silicone grease should not be used for connectors or dedicated electronic connector lubricants. Either way, I had a problem with my phone's earbuds and the jack plug was not in proper contact. I tried cleaning the plug with IPA (isopropyl alcohol) on several occasions, but this temporarily solved the problem (probably until the connector
changed again). In the end, I smeared a little silicone grease on the plug and this sorted the problem and it never recurred. On May 17, 2012, Dan Harmon, author, from Boise, Idaho, @goodlady - lol, yes, I ate a few holes in my clothes. It's too simple - we don't think twice about it. Pants would survive if we got them a little and washed them quickly, but instead they sit
away.@raggededge thrown into the humper of dirty clothes to be eaten - poor speaker connections generally don't come and go noise or static. If so, remove and insert the connector several times to see if it cleans up. Bev G from Wales, England on May 17, 2012: The speakers on my child's computer are making horrible noises - and it's not their game! I love your great advice - I
know where to come if I need to know anything about electricity. Penelope Hart in Rome, Italy on May 16, 2012: Very useful. Very useful information. I'm glad to say you don't wipe your hands on your pants. How many good losses?
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